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‘A Strange Revolution in the
Manners of the Country’: AboriginalSettler Intermarriage in NineteenthCentury British Columbia
Jay Nelson

For a fleeting window of time in the early nineteenth century, Aboriginalsettler intermarriage was a vibrant and respected institution across the Pacific Northwest.1 The prevalence of this institution – as well as its animating
principles and widespread acceptance – derived primarily from the unique
social, economic, and political fabric within which it was intricately enmeshed. From the moment the Northwest Company (NWC) established a
land-based fur trade west of the Rockies in the 1810s, Aboriginal cooperation was essential to the success of the venture and the very survival of its
participants. Contrary to conventional histories of the fur trade, which tend
to portray Aboriginal populations as passive victims of European mercantilism, it is clear that Aboriginal communities actively elicited and often dictated the terms of trade with European arrivals. Even before contact, marriage
was well established in the geopolitical world of the Pacific Northwest as a
means of securing peaceful relations between communities, fostering trade,
and entangling strangers in a series of kinship obligations. Aboriginal communities naturally extended this institution to European traders, who were
well aware of its economic significance (and personal advantages) from the
experience of the Hudson’s Bay Company fur trade.
Thus, from the ‘mutually beneficial economic symbiosis’2 of the early
Pacific coast fur trade, a unique and relatively egalitarian institution of
marriage, largely mirroring Aboriginal marriage rites and customs, emerged
as the primary economic and social foundation of Aboriginal-settler interaction. The insulated social and economic world of the fur trade, which
encouraged and required both Aboriginal and female autonomy, provided
an environment in which individual traders were able to transcend racist
sentiments prevailing in their home countries.
However, by the close of this same century, the validity under Canadian
law of marriage according to the ‘custom of the country’ was precarious,
and intermarriage of any sort – even in accordance with Canadian law –
was widely considered not only immoral, but also a significant threat to the
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integrity of the new province. This chapter represents an attempt to chart
the tumultuous journey of intermarriage across the nineteenth century as it
wavered along the fluid boundaries separating morality from sin, legality
from lawless custom. Thus, this historical account is largely a story about
borders – geographical, legal, moral, racial, and sexual – and the way these
borders were reproduced and renegotiated in the face of rapid and profound social and economic changes. It suggests the geographical frontier
also existed as a moral frontier.
The shifting social status of Aboriginal women lies at the heart of this
story, as this status was inevitably implicated in the intersecting constructions of race and gender that defined nineteenth-century Aboriginal-settler
relations and the institution of intermarriage. Indeed, the most obvious
transformation in intermarriage during the nineteenth century was the variable constellation of racial and cultural attributes that constituted a desirable wife. In 1840, on the occasion of Chief Trader James Hargrave’s marriage
to a woman of Scottish descent, James Douglas mused on this shifting construction of desire: ‘There is a strange revolution in the manners of the
country; Indian wives were at one time the vogue, the half-breed supplanted
these, and now we have the lovely tender exotic torn from its parent bed.’3
While this comment captures the symptoms of change, it leaves the causes
(to the extent they can be discerned) unexplored. This chapter attempts to
chart the ‘strange revolution’ in Aboriginal-settler unions – from foundational
social institution to moral crime – against a turbulent backdrop of changing demographic, economic, and ideological influences. It also attempts to
bridge the gulf between personal and political worlds, arguing that each
defined the other during the nineteenth century. The institution of intermarriage was inevitably undermined by emerging discourses of ‘civilization’ that characterized Aboriginal peoples, polities, and laws as inferior; at
the same time, the social and geographical segregation of Aboriginal and
settler societies encouraged the flourishing of these self-serving discourses.
In this light, the decline of intermarriage in legal force and moral stature
can be understood only by reference to the changing constructions of race,
gender, morality, and law that marked the gradual ascendancy of EuroCanadian ‘civilization’ in Indian Country.
The geographical and temporal boundaries of this chapter are somewhat
artificial, as neither boundary was conveniently respected by the forces shaping the practice and status of intermarriage. The nature and the moral and
legal standing of this institution were significantly influenced over a period
of centuries by structural and ideological forces emanating from Britain (and
its colonies), France, eastern Canada, and the United States. In particular,
the first three sections of this chapter – spanning the first half of the nineteenth century – liberally traverse between the fur trade societies of the Pacific
Northwest and Rupert’s Land, since developments in the latter inevitably
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influenced the former. This comparison also illuminates by contrast: while
the status of intermarriage followed a similar trajectory in both regions, the
timing and rate of change in each territory was shaped by local economic
and social variables. The latter half of the chapter focuses more exclusively
on developments along the Pacific coast, which by this point more or less
mirrored Aboriginal-settler relations to the east.
It is important to note that this chapter attempts only to chart the broadest contours of change across a vast expanse of time and territory. It tends
to focus on the primary areas of settlement that were the hub of Aboriginalsettler interaction and usually the epicentres of structural and ideological
transformation. The rate and nature of change varied extensively from region to region based on a complex network of variables, not least being the
precontact social and political relations of indigenous populations. Change
tended to occur more slowly, if at all, in areas insulated by distance from
the major centres; indeed, as the tide of social opinion turned against intermarriage, many interracial couples relocated to remote areas as a survival
strategy.4 Mapping an accurate picture of change across nineteenth-century
Aboriginal-settler societies in the Pacific Northwest requires extensive, localized histories that are only beginning to emerge in non-Aboriginal scholarship. However, the broad view presented by this chapter is valuable, at
the very least, in identifying the overarching matrix of economic, social,
and political currents in which local histories were embedded. It also identifies social responses to cultural difference, rather than radical difference
in itself, as the primary engine of racial ideologies.
The Custom of the Country, 1810-20
Almost from the moment posts were established in the Hudson’s Bay region, Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) employees formed relationships with
local Aboriginal women, a practice deemed reprehensible by the distant
London Committee5 directing the HBC’s affairs. Concerned that such relationships could only corrupt its men, deplete provisions, and promote illicit trade, the London Committee ordered its governor in 1683: ‘We are
very sensibly that the Indian Women resorting to our Factories are very
prejudiciall to the Companies affaires ... It is therefore our possitive order
that you lay your strict Commands on every Cheife of each Factory upon
forfiture of Wages not to Suffer any woman to come within any of our
Factories.’6 Such a proscription, issued from the remote London headquarters, was profoundly out of step with the realities of fur trade life and economics, and consequently carried little force. Indeed, governors and chief
factors were among the first to enter into marriages with Aboriginal women,
several adopting polygamy as practised by some Aboriginal nations. Attempts
by the officers to enforce strict HBC policy on subordinates, while flouting
the rules themselves, gave rise to considerable ill feeling between the ranks,
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and soon the policy was conveniently overlooked.7 By 1739, the London
Committee reluctantly accepted the necessity of intermarriage, and thereafter focused on mitigating the costs to the company of this practice, rather
than on eliminating it altogether.8
Unlike the HBC, the Montreal-based NWC actively encouraged unions
between its employees and Aboriginal women, recognizing the value of such
unions in securing trade ties and acculturating traders to Aboriginal language and customs.9 All ranks of employees were allowed to take Aboriginal
wives, and the NWC accepted responsibility for maintaining these wives
and families.10 In fact, the NWC was linked to Aboriginal communities along
every strata of the trade hierarchy.11 It was this sanctioned interaction between NWC employees and Aboriginal women that first shaped the development and widespread acceptance of a customary form of intermarriage
that would soon prove fundamental to fur trade society.
Several commentators attribute the prevalence of intermarriage primarily
to the complete absence of white women on the fur trade frontier,12 but
such an account undervalues the impact of the unique socioeconomic landscape of the early fur trade. Intermarriage operated not only as a social institution, alleviating the harshness of frontier life with ‘the many tender ties’13
of domestic life, but also as a political and economic linchpin, securing
vital – and mutually beneficial – trading alliances between Aboriginal and
European communities.14
Long before contact with European powers, intertribal marriage was deeply
entrenched in the geopolitical relations of precontact Aboriginal societies
as a mechanism for fostering trade and peaceful relations between nations
through the extension of kinship ties.15 In this light, intermarriage with
incoming European traders simply constituted an extension of prevailing
practices, an effective means of entangling strangers in a series of kinship
obligations. Relatives by marriage were expected not only to deal fairly, but
also to provide hospitality and support in times of famine. From the perspective of Aboriginal communities, intermarriage with fur traders ensured
a steady supply of European goods, favourable exchange rates, and even
trade monopolies, all of which provided considerable political leverage in
an increasingly uncertain postcontact world.16
From the perspective of the major fur trade companies, marriage alliances
with Aboriginal communities were critical to not only their economic success, but often their very survival.17 Leading traders often married the daughters of prominent Aboriginal leaders, thus gaining powerful allies and
securing extended trade networks through kinship: ‘The father-in-law could
become, in a sense, an economic agent for the trader.’18 William Connolly,
a young trader who would become an HBC chief factor, acknowledged to
relatives that his trading career had floundered until he married Susanne
‘Pas-de-nom,’ the daughter of a Cree chief.19 By the mid-eighteenth century
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it was established practice for a governor to have an Aboriginal wife and by
the 1820s nearly all HBC officers, and many of the lower ranks, had entered
into Native marriage alliances.20
The demands of the environment in which these unions occurred shaped
a truly indigenous institution of customary marriage (or marriage à la façon
du pays), an institution that was neither Aboriginal or European in nature,
but rather a complex blend of Aboriginal, French, and British attitudes and
customs. These unions were initially more Aboriginal than European in form,
reflecting the dependence of fur trade economies on Aboriginal goodwill
and cooperation. Europeans were required to conform to Aboriginal custom. The trader presented the bride’s family with a gift before the marriage
could occur, and the marriages themselves were often accompanied by traditional Aboriginal rituals such as feasting, gift-giving, smoking of a symbolic pipe, and other usages that varied from nation to nation.21 Aboriginal
women retained much of the autonomy accorded to them in their Native
cultures, buttressed by their role as cultural intermediaries and their domestic and economic support of the trade.22
However, marriage à la façon du pays represented a unique adaptation –
rather than a pure adoption – of Aboriginal custom. This adaptation was
evident in the celebration itself, which required additional steps to reflect
the heritage of the groom. After the completion of the Aboriginal ceremony,
the couple was generally escorted back to the fort, where the bride’s Native
garments and other traditional markings were replaced with European clothing. Upon retiring to the groom’s quarters, the couple would thereafter be
considered husband and wife.23 On a more substantive level, the transient
nature of early fur trade life altered Aboriginal conceptions of marriage.
Initially, marriage was not regarded as a binding contract, in accordance
with Aboriginal custom, and either side could separate if unsatisfied.24 However, rather than as a result of marital dissatisfaction, most unions dissolved
when the husband was transferred or left the country at the end of his
employ.25 His wife and children were then generally accepted back into their
home community without any difficulty,26 often with enhanced prestige
and status.27 Aboriginal customs of polygamy, adopted by some HBC officials but condemned by the NWC,28 were not generally incorporated into
the practice of marriage à la façon du pays.
Thus, despite its complexities, regional variations, and a flexibility that
was open to self-serving exploitation by individual traders, marriage according to ‘the custom of the country’ came to attain the same recognition
as European marriages.29 The manner in which fur trade society regarded
Susanne ‘Pas-de-nom,’ the Cree wife of William Connolly, reflects the recognition of a marital bond: ‘She passed and was universally acknowledged
as his wife at different posts ... her children by William Connolly were always acknowledged in public as the lawful issue of their marriage.’30 These
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unions were actively promoted and pursued not only by European traders,
but also by Aboriginal women and their communities, and they held the
potential to benefit all parties involved.31
Such was certainly the case along the Pacific coast, which inherited the
legacy of marriage à la façon du pays as land-based trading involving coastal
and interior tribes supplanted the maritime fur trade in the 1810s.32 The
NWC initiated the land-based fur trade, centred around the upper Fraser
and lower Columbia and employing some 230 employees at ten posts.33
Relations between NWC traders and Aboriginal peoples largely mirrored
the earlier fur trade experience: intermarriage represented the primary mechanism for promoting harmonious relations, cementing commercial alliances,
and expanding trade networks. For example, marriage alliances were a pivotal factor in trade relations with the powerful and influential Chinook and
Carrier nations.34 One commentator speculates that virtually every NWC
trader lived at their posts with a country wife.35 The dominance of Aboriginal nations in the region ensured their interests and values were reflected in
both trade and marriage. Indeed, Aboriginal nations determined to a large
extent how – even if – trade would be conducted, and some countenanced
intermarriage only with men they highly esteemed.36
The use of trade Chinook as the language of commerce reflected the dominance of Aboriginal interests along the Pacific coast. The widespread use of
this common trading language facilitated more than commerce: ‘People
could talk to each other on an ongoing basis, and sometimes they did more
than talk.’37 As elsewhere, Aboriginal women offered far more to traders
than companionship: ‘Women prepared food and clothing, taught traders
the methods of survival in a sometimes harsh climate, provided a modicum
of personal life and acted as links with the local bands in the actual trading
of furs.’38 Further, the lives of traders were saved on more than one occasion
by the intervention of their wives as both cultural and linguistic intermediaries.39 As in Rupert’s Land, marriages tended to last until a trader left for
another post or for home, although unions became more sustained as increased settlement made establishment of permanent families possible.
The institution of marriage à la façon du pays emerged on both sides of
the Rockies from a unique political and economic equilibrium. The values
and interests of no one culture – whether Aboriginal, British, or French –
could predominate, and the boundaries of acceptable social behaviour were
negotiated in an atmosphere of rough parity. The consequent ‘custom of
the country’ fostered relationships in which individual traders often transcended the racism of their home countries. However, these moral boundaries proved both temporary and fragile: as the balance of power shifted during
the nineteenth century, the im/moral border was reconstituted (and eventually imposed) in a world of changing economic and political realities.
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Regulating Intermarriage, 1821-36
Even before the practice of intermarriage was established with any regularity along the Pacific coast, it was undergoing profound changes in Rupert’s
Land. By the early 1800s, traders in Rupert’s Land were increasingly drawing their marriage partners from the growing ranks of mixed-blood women,
rather than selecting Aboriginal wives.40 A number of factors influenced
this shift, which would recur three decades later on the Pacific coast. First,
the daughter of a fur trader possessed the ideal qualities of a fur trader’s
wife: she had acquired the localized skills, knowledge, and language of her
mother and was acculturated to the fur trade lifestyle. These practical considerations meshed with an element of racial superiority: contemporary
commentary suggests traders found the lighter skin and European features
of mixed-blood wives more attractive. As settlement increased, officers were
increasingly drawn to mixed-blood wives by the prevailing belief that they
were more susceptible to ‘civilizing’ influences.41 Finally, fur traders felt a
collective responsibility for the fortunes of their daughters, who fell between ‘white’ and ‘Aboriginal’ cultures. An 1806 NWC policy prohibiting
intermarriage to pure-blood Aboriginal wives reflected this concern. While
this ruling was motivated primarily by the rising costs of maintaining families in an era of intense competition, it served the intended dual purpose of
encouraging NWC employees to marry the daughters of fur traders.42 In
anticipation of the Red River settlement, the HBC instigated a similar policy
in 1811.43
The founding of Red River in 1812 enabled many fur traders to finally
settle with their families, but it also provided greater opportunity for marriage with mixed-blood women, and thus served as a final discouragement
to marriage with pure-blood Aboriginal women.44 As intermarriage with
mixed-blood wives became prominent, the institution increasingly reflected
European conceptions of marriage. Fur trade fathers insisted that potential
husbands enter into a lasting commitment to their daughters, and marriage
à la façon du pays was soon considered a permanent union.45 The last remnants of polygamy amongst fur trade officers declined and vanished.46 As
marriage à la façon du pays came to approximate European marriage, at least
in its general contours, it increasingly came to be regarded as its equivalent.
John Harriot, an HBC officer married to the mixed-blood daughter of Chief
Trader John Pruden, contended: ‘It was not customary for an European to
take one wife and discard her, and then take another. The marriage according to the custom was considered a marriage for life ... I know of hundreds
of people living and dying with the woman they took in this way without
any other formalities.’47
Country marriages attracted more stringent regulation after the amalgamation of the HBC and NWC in 1821. The new HBC immediately took
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steps to standardize the ‘custom of the country,’ motivated primarily by the
cost of maintaining families left by traders across the Northwest. An 1821
resolution stipulated that all officers and men leaving family behind upon
retirement were required to ‘make such provision for their future maintenance ... as circumstances may reasonably warrant and the means of the
individual permit.’48 While this policy was generally unenforceable, by 1824
the HBC introduced marriage contracts as a means of formalizing intermarriage. The contracts emphasized the husband’s economic responsibilities to his wife and children, and many entitled the wife to financial
compensation should her husband fail to meet his marital obligations.49
Both parties signed a declaration before the chief factor that granted the
woman the status of legal wife.50
This growing sense of social responsibility for the ‘daughters of the country’ provided marriage à la façon du pays with a brief period of stability.51
The institution remained fundamentally indigenous to fur trade society,
although it was now markedly inclining towards European norms. However, the increasing confidence – and effectiveness – of the HBC in defining
the nature, terms, and conditions of intermarriage reflected the ascendancy
of British authority in the region, the marginalization of full-blood Aboriginal women, and the dwindling political leverage of Native trading allies in
an era of almost no competition.
The elimination of the Montreal-based fur trade did not have the same
impact west of the Rockies, where the HBC did not possess a single post
prior to the amalgamation.52 Although the HBC inherited complete control
of the Columbia River fur trade from the NWC, competition from both the
north (Russia) and the south (US) ensured Aboriginal trading allies substantial political leverage.53 This fact, coupled with the general unavailability of
mixed-blood wives until the late 1820s and 1830s, guaranteed the acceptance of marriage à la façon du pays with Aboriginal women. As the HBC
planned to move into the interior (‘New Caledonia’), Governor Simpson
recommended ‘Connubial alliances’ with principal families as ‘the best security we can have of the goodwill of the Natives,’54 even as marriage to fullblood Aboriginal women had fallen out of favour in Rupert’s Land.
Although the social and economic context along the Pacific was distinct
from that in Rupert’s Land, the new territory did feel the impact of
post-amalgamation HBC policy. The HBC did not provision wives and children, but expected employees to maintain their families, even after retirement, and implemented this policy through marriage contracts.55 At Fort
Vancouver, the headquarters of the Columbia district, a husband deserting
his family could be arrested and forced to provide security that he would
not make another such attempt.56 As elsewhere, the formalization of customary marriages provided the institution with increased stability: customary marriages were not only recognized, but also enforced.
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By the 1830s, HBC officers in the Pacific region were able to marry mixedblood women. As in Rupert’s Land, a combination of practical skills, lighter
complexion, and the concern of fur trade fathers resulted in the privileging
of mixed-blood women as marriage partners. According to family legend,
James Douglas was very proud of the light complexion of his mixed-blood
wife, and was disappointed when his ‘Little Snowbird’ returned from a vacation in New Caledonia with a deep tan.57 As racial distinctions emerged,
class distinctions were not far behind. David Peterson del Mar describes
how Celiast Smith, a Chinookan woman married to a French Canadian
trader, suffered a sudden decline in status in Fort Vancouver society as the
shifting constructions of desire now labelled her as the ‘flower of the lower
Columbia Women’ who married ‘the companys labouring men.’58 By the
late 1830s, full-blood Aboriginal women were increasingly unlikely to marry
officers of the HBC. As in Rupert’s Land, settlement undermined the status
of Aboriginal women even as it brought greater recognition and stability to
intermarriage.
Shifting Settler Attitudes towards Intermarriage, 1836-49
West of the Rockies, marriage à la façon du pays remained a pervasive and
respected social institution well into the 1830s. The first significant threat
to the legality of these customary marriages – and the moral legitimacy of
intermarriage – appeared in 1836, with the appointment of Reverend Herbert
Beaver as the HBC’s first Pacific coast chaplain. Beaver’s vitriolic sermonizing, a blend of early Victorian values and Protestant morality, would prove
more of an irritant to Fort Vancouver society than a spur for social change,
but it nonetheless cast intermarriage in a new, and unflattering, light.
In many ways, Reverend Beaver personified the profound changes that
had been transforming fur trade society in Rupert’s Land for over a decade.
Before amalgamation, the relative insulation of Rupert’s Land from ‘civilization’ fostered the development of localized customs and social norms.
With the collapse of a competing French influence, Red River society was
increasingly exposed to the influence of British culture emanating from
both Britain and eastern Canada.59 Newly arrived Roman Catholic and Protestant missionaries in Rupert’s Land denigrated intermarriage as sinful and
immoral, and insisted church sanctification was the hallmark of a valid
marriage.60 While many prominent traders defended and continued the institution of marriage à la façon du pays, they did so in an environment of
growing ‘self-consciousness ... that now they were choosing among alternatives rather than following (as formerly) the main or only course open to
traders in Indian Country.’61
The arrival of white women – the ‘lovely exotic torn from its parent bed’
– further reinforced British attitudes and values, and devalued Aboriginal
and mixed-blood wives in the eyes of status-conscious men.62 This was
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especially true in settled areas, where a polished and graceful wife was supplanting Native skills and connections as a precondition of social mobility.63 As James Hargrave observed in 1830, ‘This influx of white faces has
cast a still deeper shade over the faces of our Brunettes in the eyes of many.’64
Governor Simpson, the most important personage in the nineteenthcentury fur trade, led the charge in transforming fur trade society and marriage practices. Never having served a real apprenticeship in the country,
Simpson was ill conditioned to its customs and institutions. He readily exploited these institutions, taking a series of Aboriginal partners whom he
quickly discarded, and he shocked fur trade society by abandoning his mixedblood wife upon marrying his British cousin.65 Simpson’s status magnified
the force of his actions: ‘His sex-object attitude to women was largely responsible for the breakdown of marriage à la façon du pays.’66 His return
from England with Frances Simpson as his wife sparked ‘the stampede among
the active and retired officers for a European marriage with a British born
wife.’67
The missionary message dovetailed well with emerging distinctions of
class and parentage: many chief factors and traders relied on the missionaries’ insistence that customary marriages were invalid to abandon their country wives and wed British brides.68 Connolly’s repudiation of Susanne in
1832 and subsequent marriage to his second cousin reflected this trend.69
By the mid-1830s, fur trade officers acknowledged that church rites were a
prerequisite of marriage, and even long-time hold-outs submitted to church
confirmation.70 The HBC modified its marriage contracts to require church
sanction at the earliest opportunity.71
However, Fort Vancouver was not Red River: the fur trade remained relatively shielded from external influences into the late 1830s (and much later
in outlying districts). The arrival of white women in any great numbers was
delayed until the 1860s, and marriage à la façon du pays remained crucial to
the success of the fur trade.72 Governor Simpson was well aware of the differences when he advocated caution in the selection of a missionary for
Pacific region: ‘He ought to understand in the outset that nearly all the
Gentlemen and Servants have families altho’ Marriage ceremonies are unknown in the Country and that it would be in vain to attempt breaking
through this uncivilized custom.’73 Reverend Herbert Beaver, ultimately selected to lead the Columbia mission, demonstrated very little of this understanding. Consequently, just as Red River was becoming resigned to European
marriage practices, the same issue exploded in Fort Vancouver.
From the moment Beaver arrived in Fort Vancouver, he railed against
customary marriages and condemned the Fort as a ‘deplorable scene of vice
and ignorance.’74 Beaver’s presentation was apparently as unpalatable as his
message: ‘His sermons, delivered in a high-pitched whine, disparaged women
partners in country marriages as little better than concubines and condemned
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their men as fornicators.’75 This insulting appraisal of the ‘well-regulated
domestic situation’76 at the fort quickly led to conflict with prominent members of the community, most notably Chief Factor John McLoughlin, who
was known for his fiery temper. McLoughlin remained highly devoted to
his mixed-blood wife of twenty-five years, Marguerite, whom he had wed à
la façon du pays as a young NWC employee. The remarks of her contemporaries suggest she was held in high regard as the first lady of Fort Vancouver,
but Beaver denounced her as a ‘kept mistress of the highest personage at
this station,’ refusing to allow her to associate with his own wife.77
McLoughlin rebuffed Beaver’s demands that he set an example by entering
into a legal union with Marguerite, but submitted to a civil ceremony performed by Chief Trader James Douglas in his capacity as Justice of the Peace.78
When Beaver continued to publicly denigrate his wife, McLoughlin attacked
the minister with his cane in an outburst of rage.79
Douglas was also subject to Beaver’s invectives, as he had married Amelia,
the daughter of William Connolly and Susanne ‘Pas-de-nom’, in 1828 according to the ‘custom of the country.’80 Douglas, however, appeared more
anxious than McLoughlin to have his marriage recognized by the church,
and had Beaver perform the ceremony in 1837.81 It soon became clear that
racist sentiment tainted Beaver’s assessment of mixed-blood wives, as he
continued to denigrate Amelia even after the marriage, prompting Douglas
to rise to the defence of country wives: ‘The woman who is not sensible of
violating and [sic] law, who lives chastely with her husband of her choice,
in a state approved by friends and sanctioned by immemorial custom, which
she believes strictly honourable, forms a perfect contrast to the degraded
creature who has sacrificed the great principle which from infancy she is
taught to revere as the ground work of female virtue; who lives a disgrace to
friends and an outcast from society.’82
Beaver left Fort Vancouver in 1838 – with an extra £110 for his mistreatment at the hands of McLoughlin – without fundamentally altering the
institution of intermarriage in the same fashion as his counterparts in Red
River. His efforts were, however, a portent of things to come. The general
resistance to Beaver’s message, as Governor Simpson predicted, stemmed
largely from the integrity of intermarriage to the smooth economic, social,
and political functioning of the Columbia district fur trade world. Further,
unlike in Red River, the most influential members of the community were
steeped in the customs of the country (Douglas spent most of his adult life
in New Caledonia), and actively defended the validity of these customs.
Beaver’s depiction of country wives as concubines and prostitutes was irreconcilable with the long-held and unquestioned community acceptance of
intermarriage, as demonstrated by the respect and admiration accorded to
Marguerite McLoughlin and Amelia Connolly Douglas. The status of intermarriage – and its institutions – was further bolstered by Governor Simpson’s
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continued advocacy of its benefits in New Caledonia,83 and by the demonstrated inability of European women to adapt to the harsh fur trade life in
Rupert’s Land.84
However, the next wave of missionaries, following on Beaver’s heels, enjoyed considerably more success. Catholic missionaries, working inland from
their Pacific mission, were successful not only because the majority of Fort
Vancouver’s population was Catholic, but also because they recognized the
general legitimacy of marriage à la façon du pays. They structured ceremonies to respect the ‘natural marriage’ of couples joined by customary means,
insisting the Catholic rite simply renewed and ratified the original union. In
1842, McLoughlin and Marguerite ‘renewed’ their marriage in a Catholic ceremony,85 illustrating the slow infusion of religious values into the practice of
intermarriage. Indeed, religious discourse would increasingly inform the construction of race, gender, and morality over the following half-century in
present-day British Columbia. ‘Civilization’ was coming to Indian Country.
Reproducing ‘Civilization,’ 1849-71
In 1849, Britain granted the HBC proprietorial rights to Vancouver Island
for a decade, in return for the colonization of the island. By this time, the
fur trade was already waning. As animals were trapped out and the fur trade
retreated, the HBC diversified into a general resource company, capitalizing
on the limitless supplies consumed by the California gold rush.86 HBC employees and families, led by Chief Factor James Douglas, began to settle Fort
Victoria in the early 1850s, and the fort was rapidly transformed from a
wilderness outpost to the hub of the HBC’s Pacific trade.87
Not surprisingly, the five dominant families in mid-nineteenth century
Victoria were headed by men with mixed-blood wives: James Douglas,
William McNeill, John Work, John Tod, and Charles Ross.88 These families,
intent on making the transition from fur trade elite to colonial elite, hoped
to secure their social and economic status by reproducing British ‘civilization’ in this distant landscape. This vision of ‘civilization,’ in true
Wakefieldian fashion, included the replication of the British social hierarchy, in which they envisioned themselves as landed gentry.89
However, Victoria in the 1850s and 1860s was marked by intensifying
racism as the new settler society – equally intent on reproducing ‘civilization’ – imported British and American discourses that denigrated miscegeny
and intermarriage. In this atmosphere of rapidly shifting social norms, Douglas and other old-time fur traders were less inclined to defend the practice
of intermarriage, as they had done with confidence only a decade earlier,
and instead preserved their social status through the acculturation of their
families to British expectations.90 Official descriptions of Douglas, especially
after his appointment as Governor of Vancouver Island in 1851, tend to
obscure Amelia’s Cree heritage.91
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The HBC grant stipulated that it would lose jurisdiction to Vancouver
Island if it failed to forge a successful colony in five years; nonetheless, the
HBC pursued this objective with little enthusiasm, and only seventy men,
women, and children had settled the region at the end of this tenure.92 It
was the gold rush, which boomed in the late 1850s in the Cariboo region
before dwindling through the rest of the nineteenth century, that provided
a sudden deluge of new settlers.93 In 1858, the year British Columbia was
officially proclaimed a Crown colony, an estimated 30,000 miners passed
through the streets of Victoria en route to the goldfields.94 The objectives of
these new arrivals collided with the traditions of the fur trade. Whereas
Douglas and other fur trade officers had encouraged reciprocal and respectful relations with the Aboriginal population – on whom they relied for their
survival and success – gold miners, self-interested settlers, and land speculators rebelled against restraints on their rights to land.95 Although relationships between Aboriginal women and gold miners occurred, they seem to
have been more opportunist and exploitative, and thus more fleeting, than
fur trade marriages.96
Changing demographics and the shift away from fur trade relations made
the direct coercion of Aboriginal societies possible, but it was the infusion
of ideologies of European superiority that fuelled and legitimated this coercion. In particular, the rise of scientific racism marked the latter half of the
nineteenth century, as pseudo-science bolstered self-serving prejudice with
a wash of objective ‘truth’: ‘The concept of survival of the fittest obviated
newcomers from any accountability for their attitudes and actions, since
the weakest must in any case give way to the strongest, who were – very
conveniently – themselves. If anything, persons of mixed race were lower
down in the hierarchy than Indians, being denigrated as ‘mongrels’ combining the worst features of each of their biological inheritances.’97
Amor de Cosmos, the recently arrived editor of the British Colonist, reflected this elision of self-interest, racial superiority, and European notions
of development characterizing the attitude of newcomers when he wrote:
‘Shall we allow a few vagrants to prevent forever industrious settlers from
settling on the unoccupied lands? Not at all ... Locate reserves for them on
which to earn their own living, and if they trespass on white settlers punish
them severely. A few lessons should enable them to form a correct estimation of their own inferiority.’98 The colonial project demanded the dehumanization of Aboriginal peoples and their construction as inferior, a process
that inevitably undermined the status of Aboriginal and mixed-blood
women, and interracial unions. Frustration with Douglas’ land policies –
which respected the Crown policy of acquiring Native land only by treaty –
may have underscored complaints voiced by visitors and new settlers in
Victoria who openly contended that a man who had lived among the Natives
and taken one for a wife was unfit to govern a colony.99 These prevalent
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social pressures prompted renewed efforts by prominent families to negate
their Aboriginal heritage, their wives and daughters adopting Victorian
manners and styles of dress.100
Douglas’ succession by Joseph Trutch as the Governor of British Columbia in 1864 symbolized the sea change in colonial attitudes towards Aboriginal peoples and their land rights: ‘Douglas had treated Indians as
immigrants in their own land but also as British subjects with equal rights,
and he had favoured mixing of the two races and assimilation of the Indians. Under the Trutch regime, Indians became a residual category with fewer
rights than aliens. Segregation and inequality would now be the hallmarks
of British Columbia provincial Indian policy.’101
Trutch embodied the interests and racist sentiments of the emerging settler society, possessing little knowledge of Aboriginal peoples, but openly
condemning them ‘as bestial rather than human,’ ‘as uncivilized savages,’
and as ‘lawless and violent.’102 As chief commissioner of lands and works,
Trutch denied any Aboriginal right to land in British Columbia, contending
that Aboriginal peoples were ‘primitive savages who were incapable of concepts of land title.’103 Similar claims that Aboriginal peoples were simply
incapable of grasping ‘civilized’ social institutions would soon underscore
legal claims that customary marriages held no force in law.
The 1862 smallpox epidemic, which decimated over a third of British
Columbia’s Aboriginal population, confirmed the characterization of Aboriginal peoples as a ‘doomed race’ in the mind of settler society.104 Social
Darwinism fuelled the prevailing belief that Aboriginal societies were naturally destined to give way to the ‘superior’ forces of Christianity, civilization, and industry. One visitor to the region conjectured that ‘a succession
of races, like a rotation of crops, may be necessary to turn the earth to the
best possible account, and consequently the Indians must be removed to
make room for others.’105
A sharp rise in racist sentiment accompanied the arrival of white women
in the Columbia District106 just as the gold rush boom subsided. In the preceding years, the absence of white women was promulgated from various
quarters as a political and moral disaster of the first order. White women
came to represent the foundation of ‘civilized’ society, and were increasingly ‘constructed as civilizing agents who could quell the disorderly behaviour associated with the frontier.’107 The foremost manifestation of
disorderly behaviour was, of course, interracial unions and their progeny.
Colonial promoters argued that the presence of white women would discourage settlers from marrying indigenous women. In 1860, the Bishop of
Oxford contended that ‘the mixture of those different bloods is all against
the colony,’ cautioning that ‘very small a portion of an evil influence will
weaken down a vast volume of good influence.’108 Wakefield, the architect
of the colonization policies adopted by the HBC in 1849, integrated white
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women into this plan as essential to the moral, religious, and economic
health of the community: ‘All the evils which have so often sprung from
disproportion between the sexes, and which are still very serious in several
colonies, would be completely averted.’109 As Adele Perry observes, colonial
promoters ‘implied that disorderly behaviour and miscegenation were the
natural state of white men ... In calling for the importation of white women,
they were calling for direct political intervention.’110 Thus, in a blend of
colonial fervour, Social Darwinism, and religious discourse, Aboriginal and
mixed-blood women were denigrated as racial (and national) contaminants,
and white women valorized as the antidote.
The Anglican Columbia Mission Society, concerned that intermarriage
would continue until white women populated the region, sponsored two
bride ships. Sixty-two women arrived in Victoria in September 1862, followed by thirty-six more the following January. While these women were
ostensibly to serve as governesses and servants, there was little doubt in
anybody’s mind that they were destined to become wives. Several were
married or engaged within the first few months.111
As in Rupert’s Land, the arrival of white women revived racism against
Aboriginal and mixed-blood women that the cultural interdependence of
fur trade life had largely dissipated. The increasing stability of settlement,
combined with the declining economic utility of Aboriginal women and
the colonial hunger for Aboriginal territories, provided an ample breeding
ground for racist discourse. White women, ‘trapped by a social structure in
which a woman’s lot is largely determined by her success in marriage,’112
often led the charge. Unlike many other parts of the British Empire, fur
trade society had sanctioned and actively promoted marriage to indigenous
women. White women were acutely aware of their precarious status, and
were inclined to actively denigrate the Aboriginal ‘squaws’ they feared as
competition. The Foss-Pelly scandal that shook fur trade society and split
the Red River community along racial lines in 1850 was only the most visible example of white wives condemning mixed-blood women as inherently immoral and corrupting.113 However, as Van Kirk comments, ‘the racism
by white women, while inexcusable, was aggravated by a concrete threat to
their own welfare.’114
These events suggest another current of social change that warrants more
direct exploration: the rising influence (and eventual hegemony) of Victorian conceptions of female sexuality. As Jo-Anne Fiske observes, ‘Images of
women’s bodies and presumptions about female morality were central
signifiers of relative stages of “civilization.”’115 By Queen Victoria’s enthronement in 1837, ‘the basic structure of taboos was already defined: the renunciation of all sexual activity save pro-creative intercourse in a Christian
marriage.’116 These Victorian attitudes were imported with the new wave of
settlers. Another characteristic of Victorian society was a middle-class,
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male-inspired thirst for social status and success: marriage was considered a
strategic institution, entered into for social elevation, and generally delayed
until a sizeable financial competence was acquired. Once secure, a ‘spotless’
wife could be acquired; until then, men were expected by many members of
the male elite to discreetly satisfy sexual desires with a ‘lesser’ class of
women.117 A double standard arose from this male Victorian social code:
men were entitled to indulge their desires without obligation (with ‘fallen’
women), while women were held to extremely rigid standards of propriety.
The ascendancy of these oft-conflicting Victorian values particularly impacted Aboriginal women. By the mid-nineteenth century, settlers generally considered all female sexual autonomy illicit, especially if it occurred in
the public sphere, the privileged and exclusive domain of men. Female
agency was easily conflated with illicit sexuality. The traditional autonomy
exercised by Aboriginal women, both sexually and in public affairs, struck
at the very heart of this European moral code: ‘Aboriginal women in British
Columbia not only dared to exercise agency, but often did so publicly, convincing men in power that their sexuality was out of control. To the extent
that women persisted in managing their own sexual behaviour, they were
wilded into the “savages” that many newcomers, in any case, considered all
Indigenous peoples to be. That is, until Aboriginal women acceded to men
in power by having their sexuality tamed according to their precepts, they
were for the taking.’118
Notions of racial and gender superiority merged in the treatment of Aboriginal women. In well-settled areas, Aboriginal women – in the minds of
colonists – were increasingly conflated with prostitutes, a status conveniently blamed on the inherent immorality of their race.119 Thus, settlers
were able to condemn Aboriginal women as ‘fallen,’ a status that they could
then exploit for their own sexual gratification, without obligation, until
(and after) a suitable, white marital partner was secured.120 As Fiske notes,
‘Female sexuality was ... appropriated by colonizers in myriad conflicting
images that reflected back to the colonizers their assumed moral superiority
even while they violated the principles of their morality in the treatment of
colonized women.’121 Such a dynamic was evident as early as 1839, in Reverend Beaver’s equation of Aboriginal and mixed-blood wives with prostitutes, and his argument that Aboriginal women should be housed outside
Fort Vancouver, where men could visit them discreetly.122 While this moral
vision had not swayed social norms at the height of the fur trade, it held far
greater influence in the latter half of the century.
These racial and patriarchal attitudes animated individual, legislative,
and judicial action that directly affected the nature and moral stature of
intermarriage. South of the border, Washington Territory prohibited marriage between whites and persons ‘of more than one-half Indian blood’ in
1855 and Oregon followed suit in 1866 (a statute that remained on the
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books until 1961).123 These outright bans on intermarriage were motivated
by a massive influx of settlers to the region who brought with them a
system of values grounded in ‘manifest destiny, a zealous Protestantism,
and sometimes rabid racism against Indians.’124 Although Methodist Church
officials appealed to the federal Department of Indian Affairs to replicate
this legislation in British Columbia, the proposal was ultimately rejected
on the grounds that the American statutes were ‘very little guide to us in
Canada, [for] here we do not object to such marriages.’125 This response,
profoundly removed from the widespread prejudice against such unions,
reflects the rhetoric of paternalistic humanitarianism that guided federal
Aboriginal policy, that purported to be ‘improving’ Aboriginal peoples even
as it dispossessed them of their lands and cultures.126
Over the last three decades of the nineteenth century, the courts and
both levels of government would erect barriers to intermarriage equally as
effective – if not as blatant – as the American statutory prohibitions.127 On
Vancouver Island and in British Columbia the starting point in law was the
enactment of legislation designed to protect Aboriginals from the dangers
of prostitution, alcohol, and non-native trespassers. Fines or imprisonment
were penalties available for supplying Indians with alcohol or trespassing
on their land.128 In practice, lack of resources and a bureaucracy probably
meant ineffective enforcement. Legislation was also passed that made it
clear that the imported legal system was to provide the basis for what was
and what was not a legitimate marriage. A Vancouver Island ordinance in
1859 seemed to have left the door open to the recognition of marriages
other than those solemnized by a minister of religion.129 However, later acts
in British Columbia and the United Colony made it clear that there were
only two legitimate forms of marriage: a religious form celebrated by a
minister or priest of a Christian denomination (or by the Quaker or Jewish
community), or a civil form administered by a registrar.130
Before documenting the darkest phase in the nineteenth-century treatment of intermarriage, an interesting counterpoint is provided by the case
of Connolly v. Woolrich,131 decided in Quebec only days after the confederation of the Dominion of Canada in 1867. By the time of his death, William
Connolly had amassed considerable wealth. His son by Susanne ‘Pas-denom’ decided to contest the will, claiming entitlement to his father’s estate.
The case attracted considerable – even international – attention, not only
because of the unprecedented size of the estate at issue, but also because, as
the Montreal Herald would proclaim, ‘the questions involved strike at the
very root of our social system.’132 At issue was the legal validity of marriage
à la façon du pays in particular, and Aboriginal law in general, at a pivotal
time in Aboriginal-settler relations.
Alexander Cross, the lawyer representing Julia Woolrich’s children, mounted an attack on the validity of Cree customs and society that incorporated
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much of the racist discourse of the day. He contended that the Cree peoples
were ‘barbarians’ with ‘infidel laws,’ arguing that ‘the useages and customs
of marriage observed by uncivilized and pagan nations, such as the Crees’
were incapable of validating a legal marriage ‘even between the Indians
themselves,’ let alone ‘between a Christian and one of the Natives.’133 Thus,
Cross contested the validity not only of marriage à la façon du pays, but also
the legality of marriages entirely within Aboriginal societies that did not
strictly comport with European legal standards.134
Monk J., after a lengthy rehearsal of Roman, Irish, English, canon, and
Aboriginal law, ultimately rejected these arguments and recognized the validity of marriage according to Cree custom in the Athabasca region at the
time: ‘It is beyond all question, all controversy, that in the North West among
the Crees, among the other Indian tribes or nations, among the Europeans
at all stations, posts, and settlements of the Hudson’s Bay, this union, contracted under such circumstances, persisted in for such a long period of
years, characterized by inviolable fidelity and devotion on both sides, and
made more sacred by the birth and education of a numerous family, would
have been regarded as a valid marriage.’135
Although this decision upheld the validity of marriage à la façon du pays,
Monk J.’s analysis of the issues remained profoundly eurocentric in its framing. He concluded that ‘Indian marriages’ lacked ‘rites or ceremony,’ and
equated Cree custom and society with ‘barbarism.’136 His ultimate decision
appears motivated less by a respect for Aboriginal customs than by formal
legal reasoning and a recognition of both William Connolly’s reputation
and the exigencies of fur trade life.137
Nonetheless, the impact of this decision, upheld on appeal, was felt across
the country in British Columbia. Amelia Douglas received not only a legacy
of Connolly’s estate, but also confirmation of the legitimacy of her own
Cree marriage ceremony, ‘which had been a source of some gossip in British
Columbia circles for years.’138 James Douglas himself wrote a letter to the
lawyers representing his mother-in-law’s heirs, thanking them for clearing
her name.139
However, this brief legal victory was soon submerged beneath events of a
grander scale, as Confederation paved the way for rapid political expansion
across the Plains to the Pacific coast. Canada’s acquisition of Rupert’s Land
from the HBC in 1869 set the stage for expeditious settlement that demanded
the attachment of Aboriginal peoples to (shrinking) reservations,140 a policy
well under way in British Columbia at the hands of Joseph Trutch. Sylvia
Van Kirk succinctly describes the transformation of Aboriginal peoples from
allies to obstacles in Euro-Canadian consciousness: ‘In the post-1870s West,
the goal, largely of settlers from Ontario, was to establish a modern, agrarian,
British society. In this scheme of things there would be little basis for the
continuation of the economic and social exchange between white and
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Native peoples which had been the foundation of the fur trade ... The pattern of western society was now not mixed unions, but the transplanting of
white wives and the raising of white families.’141
In this era of frontier settlement, Aboriginal traditions and laws were increasingly denigrated or ignored, and intermarriage came to be regarded as
an illegal or immoral practice, despite the ruling in Connolly.142 When the
next major case concerning the validity of intermarriage came before the
Quebec Court of Queen’s Bench less than two decades later, the political
and social world had altered profoundly. One of these alterations was apparent in the composition of the bench: sitting beside Monk J. was Alexander Cross, the same lawyer who had failed to convince Monk J. in Connolly
that customary marriage, even within Aboriginal societies, was invalid under British law.
Intermarriage in the Province of British Columbia, 1871-1900
The three decades that followed the entry of British Columbia into Confederation in 1871 were characterized by the further entrenchment, and amplification, of colonial attitudes surrounding race and gender. During this
period, the obvious differences between Euro-Canadian and Aboriginal cultures were increasingly constructed as differences between ‘civilization’ and
‘savagery.’143 These differences, in the eyes of settler society, justified the
growing coercion of Aboriginal societies, as government officials and missionaries imposed Euro-Canadian values while denouncing Aboriginal customs and social institutions.144 Three interrelated trends, in particular, further
undermined the legality and moral legitimacy of intermarriage: the intensification of racist attitudes, the imposition of European gender norms on
Aboriginal societies, and the devaluation of customary law (and its corollary, the preeminence of British justice). Although these trends were intricately enmeshed, each will be discussed separately before turning to a
discussion of their combined impact on judicial decisions in the late nineteenth century.
Three racist assumptions, described in the preceding section, continued
to dominate social attitudes and guide government policy in British Columbia: Social Darwinism, ‘vanishing race’ ideologies, and narratives of ‘civilization.’145 By the 1870s, miscegenation was firmly entrenched in settler
consciousness as a social evil that would produce ‘a class of half-breed children ... who, under the bond of illegitimacy and deprived of all incentives
in every respect, [would] in course of time become dangerous members of
the community.’146 These fears were heightened by the murderous rampage
of the mixed-blood ‘Wild McLeans’ in the late 1870s.147 They also dovetailed neatly with the increasing sexualization of Aboriginal women after
several mixed-blood students were impregnated at the Cache Creek boarding school by their male peers, an event followed closely by the Victoria
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press.148 In 1878, Hubert Bancroft, the American historian, ingratiated himself for a month with the former HBC elite retired in Victoria, and then
published this damning appraisal in his History of the Northwest Coast:
It has always seemed to me that the heaviest penalty the servants of the
Hudson’s Bay Company were obliged to pay for the wealth and authority
advancement gave them, was the wives they were expected to marry and
the progeny they should rear ... I could never understand how such men as
John McLoughlin, James Douglas, Ogden, Finlayson, Work and Tolmie and
the rest could endure the thought of having their name and honours descend to such degenerate posterity. Surely they were possessed of sufficient
intelligence to know that by giving their children Indian or half-breed mothers, their own ... blood would be in them greatly debased, and hence they
were doing all concerned a great wrong. Perish all the Hudson’s Bay Company thrice over, I would say ... sooner than bring into being offspring
subject to such a curse.149

Intermarriage, then, while not prohibited (as it was on the American side of
the border), was increasingly constructed not only as immoral, but as a
‘curse’ carrying the potential for biological and social deterioration.150
This social imperative to curb female Aboriginal sexuality meshed well
with the Victorian values that had ‘inexorably asserted themselves’ into
Canadian society by the 1870s.151 As settlement advanced, marriage occupied a central role in the Euro-Canadian moral code. To settlers, marriage
represented ‘the bedrock upon which all other social relationships were
constructed and it was universally touted as natural and essential to the
smooth functioning of civilization.’152 Proper Victorian marriage was equated
with civilization, and the fundamental purpose of Victorian marriage was
‘to control human (and especially female) sexuality, so that there might be
“certainty of parentage.”’153 The implicit assumption was that men were
inherently prone to immoral behaviour and easily tempted into evil by female sexuality. Consequently, Victorian marriage operated as a container of
female agency, reinforcing the notion that a woman’s role was ‘to be docile
and subservient so as not to provoke [men].’154 In this manner, Victorian
marriage institutionalized and bolstered the ideological superiority of men
in late nineteenth-century Canadian society.155
Patriarchal values blended with notions of European superiority to single
out Aboriginal women for particularly discriminatory treatment under the
first Indian Act, enacted in 1876.156 The predecessors to the Indian Act, enacted to protect Aboriginal lands from the encroachment of settlers, had
evolved by 1876 into the foremost legislative vehicle for assimilation: ‘The
Indian Act and the Department of Indian Affairs (DIA) were unabashedly
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concerned with transforming the character of all Aboriginals, by protecting, civilizing, and assimilating the “savages” to Anglo-Canadian norms.’157
This ‘civilizing’ impulse manifested in the imposition of Victorian social
and political norms on Aboriginal communities, a process that inevitably
undermined the traditionally central role occupied by Aboriginal women
in the economic, political, and social lives of many communities. For example, women were denied the right to vote in band council elections.
Positions on band councils – themselves a creation of the federal government – were available only to men. Women were not entitled to enfranchisement; however, they automatically lost their Indian status, along with
their children, if their husband was enfranchised, a procedure that institutionalized the prevailing conception of women and children as the husband’s chattel.158
The ‘marrying out’ provision represented perhaps the most damaging aspect of this legislation. This provision stripped an Aboriginal woman and
her children of their recognized Indian identity the moment she married a
non-Indian man. No similar provision applied to Aboriginal men who ‘married out’: their Indian status extended to their wife and children, a fact that
signalled the imposition of a European patrilineal descent system on Aboriginal societies. This imposition disrupted the social and political functioning of Aboriginal communities, many of which were structured around
matrilineal descent systems,159 and placed Aboriginal wives of non-Indian
men in a precarious position: ‘Since virtually every racially mixed union
across the Pacific Northwest, as elsewhere in North America, comprised in
the first generation an Aboriginal woman and a non-Aboriginal man, both
mothers and their children were prohibited from legally identifying themselves as Indians and thereby living on reserves with extended family.’160
Since the reservation was more than just a residence for Aboriginal women,
but also represented a cultural, linguistic, and familial base, the ‘marrying
out’ provision presented a formidable disincentive to intermarriage.161
While this legislation issued from the other side of the country, a more
coercive force was at work closer to home: missionaries, intent on a complete reordering of Aboriginal life, represented the vanguard of the ‘civilizing’ project in British Columbia. The missionary impulse, which intensified
around the world in the late nineteenth century, intersected neatly with
enthusiasm for the British empire: ‘The duty of missionaries was to free the
“thronging millions” from their state of ignorance and enlighten them to
God’s way, which was assumed to be the British way.’162 The transformation
of Aboriginal women, perceived as the repository of Native ‘savagery,’
emerged as the focus of missionary attention.163 Aboriginal women represented the fulcrum in the recalibration of Aboriginal societies from ‘barbarism’ to ‘civilization.’
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By the time British Columbia entered Confederation, the entire province
was divided between various religious denominations, resulting in ‘little
Victorian enclaves over which a Catholic, Anglican, or Methodist missionary or family exercised supreme authority.’164 While missionaries carried no
official status, their program of encouraging or coercing Aboriginal peoples
into replicating Euro-Canadian culture – right down to their clothing, Victorian clapboard homes, and even brass bands – converged with provincial
objectives. Missionaries consequently enjoyed almost free reign and functioned as the eyes and ears of the government.165 Missionary activity in
many regions verged on absolute control over every aspect of social behaviour, exercised through a Foucauldian network of surveillance: ‘A single priest
kept control over a large territory through a carefully structured hierarchy
of Native chiefs, catechists, and policemen who ensured that traditional
practices were not resumed between visits.’166 Heiltsuk oral tradition states
that the clapboard houses touted by missionaries were designed with voluminous windows, so that missionaries could easily detect any ‘sinful’ behaviours occurring within.167
Creating ‘civilized’ families meant containing Aboriginal women on reserves, and here missionary aspirations dovetailed with the interests of both
the government and some groups of Aboriginal men: all three factions agreed
that ‘the only good Aboriginal woman was the woman who stayed home
within the bosom of her family.’168 Missionaries and government officials
imbued only Aboriginal men with individuality (as reflected in the Indian
Act) and, if these men were to emulate ‘civilization,’ they would require
suitable wives. Thus, from their perspective, the agency (and sexuality) of
Aboriginal women demanded circumscription, an objective attained by segregating women on reserves, where they could be isolated and controlled.169
Missionaries could then encourage Victorian domesticity, implement a nuclear family model, and tightly control child-rearing. Government officials,
for their part, applauded missionaries for having ‘taught, above all, the female portion of the community to behave themselves in a modest and virtuous manner.’170 Jean Barman speculates that Aboriginal men were
occasionally motivated into alliances with missionaries and government
officials by the shortages of women on reserves, and a desire to please colonial authorities.171
Dominion legislation respecting Indians included several provisions designed to penalize Aboriginal women for immorality and to protect them
from prostitution. Thus, under the Indian Act of 1876, the annuity might
be stopped in the case of a woman who had no children and deserted her
husband to live immorally with another man.172 In 1880 an amending act
made it an offence, punishable with a fine between $10 and $100 or six
months in jail, for anyone who was the actual or apparent ‘keeper of any
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house’ to allow an Indian woman to remain there knowing that she would
or was likely to prostitute herself.173 Four years later the Indian Act was
further amended to extend culpability under this provision to others and to
other types of premises. The provision was extended to ‘any Indian man or
woman who keeps, frequents or is found in a disorderly house, tent or wigwam used for such a purpose [as prostitution].’174
Catholic and Protestant missionaries, often with the support of local Aboriginal men, attempted to confine Aboriginal women to reservations by
regulating every aspect of social life175 – especially female mobility – and
called on government officials for legislation to assist in this endeavour.
This trend was evident in numerous petitions, orchestrated by missionaries
and signed by Aboriginal men, dispatched to government agents in the
1880s and 1890s. Two identical 1885 petitions decried the ‘great evil’ of
Aboriginal women leaving reserves to cohabit with ‘a bad white man, China
man, or other Indian ... in an unlawful state’ and requested permission to
‘bring back the erring ones by force if necessary.’176 Interestingly, Parliament amended the Indian Act further in 1887 to make it an offence for an
Indian woman specifically to prostitute herself in a house, tent, or wigwam,
subjecting her to the identical range of penalties applicable to keepers of
such premises.177 An even broader regulation drafted in response by the
Ministry of Justice, authorizing the retrieval of any Aboriginal woman living ‘immorally’ off-reserve, was jettisoned only when several Indian agents
warned it would spark riots between Aboriginal peoples and the white men
with whom the women were residing.178 An 1890 petition to the Governor
General requested legislation criminalizing sexual intercourse between white
men and Aboriginal women outside of a Christian marriage, but the Ministry of Justice again refused, contending that the prevailing seduction laws
were sufficient to protect Aboriginal women.179
In the same year, the Indian agent at Alert Bay, with local Protestant missionaries, sought federal legislation to keep at home, by force if necessary,
‘Indian women from the West Coast of British Columbia, who are in the
habit of leaving their Villages and Reserves ... with the object of visiting the
Cities and Towns of the Province for immoral purposes.’180 This request and
a similar petition circulated by Aboriginal men on central Vancouver Island
to a British Columbia senator in 1895 were ultimately denied by the federal
government. The response from the Department of Indian Affairs suggests,
perhaps unintentionally, that this refusal was not motivated entirely by
altruism: the department merely concluded such legislation was unnecessary, since ‘when requested by the husband or brother or anyone having
the proper authority, [local Indian agents] stop a woman from going away,
and so the men have the prevention of that of which they complain almost
entirely in their own hands.’181 Despite the absence of prohibitive laws,
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Aboriginal women were increasingly deterred from relationships with white
men by policies implemented by a shifting alliance of missionaries, local
Aboriginal men, and Indian agents.
The general devaluation of Aboriginal law that marked the end of the
nineteenth century also undermined the legal status of customary marriage.
For settlers in the new province, British law represented an integral aspect
of their identity and the perfect instrument for realizing ‘civilization’ on
the ‘lawless frontier.’182 While Indian agents and missionaries often drew
upon both Aboriginal and British law to secure harmonious relations, colonial officials constructed adherence to the former as defiance of the latter.
The growing friction between Aboriginal peoples and settlers from 1869
onward – in no small part a result of Joseph Trutch’s land policies – prompted
lawmakers to insist that the strict application of British justice was necessary to control Aboriginal discontent. When Aboriginal leaders identified
appropriation of their lands as breaches of Aboriginal law they were met
with official declarations that British law, and not Aboriginal custom, must
prevail: ‘By 1880 First Nations who upheld ancestral laws were perceived as
more than a problem of frontier disorder. They had emerged as a threat to
the provincial economy, a threat to be suppressed by the clear, consistent
application of a solitary legal system.’183
The struggle for control over salmon resources for coastal commercial
fisheries cemented the demise of Aboriginal law in the eyes of the courts, as
appropriation of Aboriginal resources became essential to the economic
expansion of the province, and ‘the discourse of British justice, replete with
myths of fair play and impartiality, became entangled with discourses of
capitalism.’184 The self-serving doctrine of allodial Crown title dominated,
and the issue of Aboriginal title, while continuously raised by Aboriginal
communities, vanished from public debate.185 Justifying this process demanded the reconstruction of Aboriginal law – which at one time had regulated both whites and Natives outside established European settlements – as
a primordial state of ‘lawlessness,’ cured by the arrival of British justice.
This same discourse would inevitably colour the treatment of customary
marriages in colonial courts. Sir Matthew Begbie, the Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court of British Columbia, marked the transition from fading fur
trade values to the new era of province-building. His long involvement with
– and relative sensitivity to – Aboriginal communities fostered an atypical
understanding and respect of Aboriginal custom. In 1872 he appealed to
the federal government to enact legislation providing support for country
wives and their children upon the death or desertion of their white husbands, arguing that these wives were ‘in many respects “help” more “meet”
for [settlers] than most women of European descent or education could be,’
and that they ‘consider themselves to be and are according to Native customs,
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lawful wives generally.’186 This plea by the chief justice was in support of a
bill passed by the British Columbia legislature that would have afforded some
protection to the Aboriginal women and their offspring when the women
were living ‘common law’ with white men.187 Begbie regretted Ottawa’s disallowance of the legislation because it left the women and children without
support when husbands died intestate, as they normally did. The result was
that any money left went to estranged blood relatives in Europe.188
However, Begbie’s recognition of customary marriage, while progressive
in comparison to subsequent decisions, fell squarely within a paradigm that
recognized the ascendancy of British justice. Thus, Begbie’s acquittal of an
Aboriginal man accused of murdering a settler, on the grounds that the
accused’s Aboriginal wife by customary marriage was incompetent to testify, tentatively recognized Aboriginal custom while entrenching the dominance of British law: ‘This woman was without a doubt his wife in their
eyes, both of them. We must apply the whole law of English courts or else
the whole Indian law. According to our view, this is a most heinous felony
for which all life is forfeit ... [The accused] must be convicted strictly according to the methods of our law, and I think if this were a white man, this
woman would not be admitted. This being all the evidence ... I must direct
an acquittal.’189
Nonetheless, Begbie’s appreciation of Aboriginal custom contrasts sharply
with the Quebec Court of Queen’s Bench’s retreat from the Connolly decision in the 1886 case of Jones v. Fraser.190 The facts of this case were similar to
the scenario in Connolly: Alexander Fraser married Angélique Meadows, an
‘Indian woman,’ in 1788 ‘according to the useages and customs of the Northwest Territory, where they so lived and cohabited together’ and produced
four or five children.191 Fraser subsequently built a separate house for
Angélique, where he financially supported her until her death in 1833, during which time he entered, in succession, relationships with two house servants. Upon his death, his considerable estate became the subject of prolonged
litigation between grandchildren of all three relationships.
Monk J. ruled consistently with his decision in Connolly, holding that the
marriage to Angélique was legally valid. He was strengthened in this conviction by the fact that, unlike William Connolly, Fraser had neither repudiated his relationship with Angélique nor married either of the two
subsequent women.192 However, Fraser was decided in a climate that had
changed greatly from when Monk J. penned the Connolly decision. In 1884,
Louis Riel had returned from exile to assist in a second rebellion in the
spring of 1885, forcing several military confrontations and the expenditure
of five million dollars to bring the situation under control.193 The rebellion
exacerbated fears of miscegenation and led to demands for assertive British
justice, claims of racial superiority, and the coercive assimilationist policy
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of the federal government. In this environment, Monk J. wrote the dissenting decision in Fraser, and Alexander Cross wrote for the majority of the
bench.194
Ramsay C.J., in his concurring opinion, states that the Court is unwilling
to ‘accept the proposition that the co-habitation of a civilized man and a
savage woman, even for a long period of time, gives rise to the presumption
that they had consented to be married in our sense of marriage.’195 Cross J.
proceeded even further in obiter, pronouncing marital customs even within
Aboriginal societies invalid under British law, on the basis that ‘Christian’
principles formed the foundation of a legal marriage. His decision extensively canvasses the perceived contrast between Aboriginal customs and
Christian marriage:
In countries inhabited by savage tribes, there is generally little consistency,
or uniformity, in the regulation of that intercourse, and it is, for the most
part, very unceremonious. Civilization introduces artificial regulations affecting property rights and defines obligatory duties ... forming a striking
contrast to the relations of male and female, in savage life, where perpetuity of union and exclusiveness is not a rule, at least, not a strict rule.
Marriage, as understood by Christians, is the union for life of one man
with one woman, to the exclusion of all others; any intercourse without
these distinctive qualities cannot amount to a Christian marriage.196

While acknowledging that the parties to a marriage need not necessarily
be Christians, Cross J. held that they were required to contract their marital
obligations in ‘the christian sense of its obligations.’197 Unless the union
amounted to a ‘submission to and adoption of civilized law,’198 it was nothing more than an arrangement of ‘savages in a state of nature.’199 If Fraser
had truly intended to marry Angélique, Cross J. concludes, he should ‘have
made a voyage to civilization, – or imported an ordained clergymen’;200
otherwise, the relationship amounted to concubinage, not marriage.201
The Fraser decision cast a pall over the legality of customary marriage that
would last through the turn of the century. Three years after Fraser, the
Court of Appeal of the Northwest Territories upheld the legality of a marriage between First Nations partners in accordance with customary law,202
ending the doubt raised by Cross J.’s obiter dicta, but the legitimacy of marriage à la façon du pays remained tenuous. In 1891, the Ontario Court of
Common Pleas upheld the validity of a mixed marriage entered into in
British Columbia in 1869, according to ‘Indian custom.’203 However, the
Court expressly refused to rely on the customary marriage, finding instead
that a Christian ceremony may have occurred, based on the husband’s declarations that ‘he was married in British Columbia in the same way that he
would have been married, had the ceremony taken place in Ontario.’204
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Finally, just before the turn of the century, the Supreme Court of the NorthWest Territories invalidated a mixed marriage according to the customs of
the Peigan Nation, on the grounds that – while the marriage may have been
valid in ‘a strictly barbarous country’ – the Territories did not qualify as
‘sufficiently barbarous’ by the time of the marriage in 1878.205
In 1898, the boom in marriages à la façon du pays in British Columbia
dropped in dramatic style. Mary, a Cowichan woman, and John Schmidt, a
German immigrant, were married in 1868 according to the custom of her
people, pledging their commitment to each other. John made gifts to Mary’s
family and a large feast was thrown. John died in 1890, leaving all his property to their only son. The latter died unmarried and intestate in 1892.
Once all the son’s debts were discharged, Mary claimed against the official
administrator of the Nanaimo district to secure the residue. Justice Bole
denied the claim on the grounds that at the time of the marriage both parties were at least nominally Christian. Moreover, they had an abundance of
facilities for being married in accordance with the laws of the United Colony
of British Columbia and Vancouver’s Island, thus the Indian marriage was
invalid.206 Mary left court empty-handed, the residue of her late husband’s
estate going to the province. In this case, the formality and implied moral
strictures of the imported legal system ruled out any possibility of recognizing a relationship that was stable, loving, and respectful. A year before their
wedding the United Colony had limited legitimate marriage to that involving a ceremony according to Christian, Quaker, or Jewish rites, or a civil
ceremony conducted by the registrar. As far as the dominant system of law
was concerned, the marriage forms of Aboriginal communities no longer
counted.
Thus, the institution of marriage à la façon du pays, a pervasive and respected social institution forged from the interdependence of Aboriginal
societies and NWC traders at the dawn of the nineteenth century, was transformed by the century’s close into a ‘barbarous’ custom with no claim to
legality. Interracial relations of any sort – even marriage according to ‘civilized’ law – were increasingly construed as an immoral venture that undermined the integrity of the province, the nation, and the British race. The
gradual eclipse of Indian Country by the forces of Euro-Canadian ‘civilization’ led to the erosion of marriage à la façon du pays, an institution that
had embodied one of the most truly civilized interactions between colonial
and indigenous societies.207
Conclusion
The history of intermarriage in the Pacific Northwest revolves around the
relentless renegotiation of moral and legal boundaries, boundaries of race and
gender, boundaries presented as timeless, objective, and true, even as they
mutated across time and space. The social construction of these boundaries
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is evident in the physical border that suddenly separated the United States
from present-day British Columbia in 1846. South of this border, intermarriage would be rendered illegal, and the children of mixed marriages were
deemed (and denigrated as) Aboriginal. To the north of the international
border, intermarriage remained legal (if morally questionable), and Aboriginal status was eventually denied to the mixed-race children of nonAboriginal men. Since the ultimate location of the border was by no means
self-evident and bisected numerous Aboriginal territories, the legality of a
mixed marriage, and the very racial identity of its progeny, were often a
chance consequence of where a family had chosen to settle long before a
border was drawn on a map.
The fluid nature of social boundaries is also reflected in the malleable
status of Aboriginal and mixed-blood women throughout the nineteenth
century. In the early years of the land-based fur trade, Aboriginal women
possessed knowledge, skills, and cultural ties that ensured their desirability
as marriage partners. These same attributes, coupled with the dependence
of fur trade societies on First Nations cooperation, warranted Aboriginal
women the same – or greater – level of autonomy enjoyed in their traditional cultures, forging an institution of marriage that created the possibility, within the social and economic context, of relative cultural and gender
egalitarianism. The early forms of marriage à la façon du pays represented an
institution of cultural dialogue.
However, with the decline of the fur trade (and thus the utility of fur
trade knowledge, skills, and connections) and the ascendancy of settlement,
the perceived moral stature of both Aboriginal women and intermarriage
collapsed. By the 1850s in what is now British Columbia, abandoning a
full-blood Aboriginal wife drew little or no community censure.208 The status of mixed-blood women proved even more fluid: initially considered
‘ideal’ wives (especially as fur traders sought security for their mixed-blood
daughters), they eventually fell under the shadow of white women (as settlement displaced the fur trade), enjoyed a precarious revival of status as
white women were perceived to be ill suited for frontier life, and then were
ultimately relegated by scientific racism to the role of racial inferiors and
moral contaminants. As the economic and social foundations of early forms
of intermarriage eroded, previously submerged distinctions of class and parentage resurfaced and flourished.
However, it may be misleading to chart the decline of intermarriage solely
in relation to the diminishing economic utility of Aboriginal women. It is
perhaps more illuminating to situate this institution in the broader dynamic
of nineteenth-century Aboriginal-settler relations, as the original dialogue
between cultures rapidly transformed into a Euro-Canadian monologue.
Miller characterizes this transformation as a shift from nondirected to
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directed change of Aboriginal societies, from conversation to coercion.209
‘Civilization’ and settlement, in the widespread and agrarian manner envisioned, mandated the dispossession of Aboriginal peoples from their lands
and the subordination of their laws and political bodies. Justifying this process required the ideological dehumanization of Aboriginal peoples and
delegitimization of their social structures, a process fostered by Social Darwinism and the growing demographic, economic, and political dominance
of the settler society. Aboriginal peoples, and particularly Aboriginal women,
were captured in a web of increasingly powerful Western dualisms. These
dualisms constructed the ‘superiority of settlement over wilderness, of British justice over lawless custom, of civilized settler over nomadic “savage,”
of Christianity over animism,’210 of man over woman. Intermarriage, especially according to indigenous custom, was implicated in each of these
dualisms: the majority decision in Fraser represents a collision – and judicial sanction – of these dualisms at their zenith. In this light it is interesting
to note the recent resurgence in the legal force of Aboriginal custom amid
growing recognition of inherent Aboriginal rights to self-government.211
This chapter has attempted to chart very broad social and economic transformations to explicate the connection between material conditions and
prevailing social thought. However, although this connection clearly exists, it is far from determinative: at every stage of the way, the various constructions of intermarriage and its participants were forcefully contested.
Material conditions shaped the course of least resistance, discouraging certain moral stances while facilitating others, constraining or suggesting opportunities for change. Thus, while Reverend Beaver railed against
intermarriage at the height of the fur trade, and Douglas continued to defend intermarriage in the twilight of the fur trade, neither was able to shift
the momentum of prevailing social values. By contrast, Governor Simpson’s
actions personified a path of least resistance, advocating or denigrating intermarriage as it served his interests (and that of the HBC). His path was the
one more readily followed by fur trade society.
In the end, it appears clear that ‘attitudes toward racial intermixture had
far less to do with the families themselves than with the images that newcomers to the Pacific Northwest projected onto them.’212 Early Aboriginalsettler relations in British Columbia were marked by cooperation and
intercultural negotiation of moral and legal boundaries. Rather than a collision of radical and irreconcilable ‘Others,’ the meeting of European and
Aboriginal cultures, in an environment of interdependence, fostered the
creation of a unique multicultural institution at the very heart of the economic, social, and personal lives of both cultures. If there is a lesson to be
learned from this history, it is that genuine differences are often far less
important than how these differences are manipulated, exploited, or bridged.
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The economic history of the United Kingdom relates the economic development in the British Isles from the absorption of Wales into
England after 1535 to the early 21st century. During this period there were major changes in the structure of the United Kingdom which
are essential features of both its economic development and the interpretation of this. Scotland and England (& Wales) shared a
monarch from 1601 and, with Ireland, existed as a unitary Republic, the Commonwealth, between 1653 and 1659. Throughout 19thcentury Europe, political and economic forces helped to dramatically alter the European continent in a manner that forever changed the
countries and people that inhabited them. In less than a century, the absolutist ideals of the Old Regime started to wither away as
revolutionary ideals of freedom and democracy attempted to take hold across Europe. Industrialization, with its powerful economic
connections, greatly fueled these revolutions through the development of both social strife and inequality.Â Revolutions in Europe
greatly varied from each country to the next. To understand how they affected nineteenth-century Europe, however, it is important to first
define the term, â€œrevolution.â€ Revolution is a term that conjures up many definitions.

